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OFFICE OF THE CITY CONTROllt:R 

CITY OF HOUSTON 


TEXAS 


October 16, 2013 

The Honorable Annl&e 0 Parker Mayor 

SUBJECT: 	 RePORTIJ2014-01 

HUMAN RESOURCes O€PARTMEHT (HR), DRUG BeNEFIT PERFORMA.llCf. REVIEW 


Delli" Mayor Parke..-

ThtI Otfioe 01 tn. Crty Controller's Audit 0rvI5I0I'I has completed a PerlOfl'Nl!'lCa AudItIR_ of the 
City 01 Houslonl Drug Benefic Program component 01 the Health Benefitl SeIf-I~IInc:e Program 
managed by the Human Resouroes Department (HR) The engagement ICOPII was from the period 
of May I, 2011 through ApOllO, 2012 Our ongtnal oo,ectlY8 _ broadly oefinad 10 

\ 	 Evaluate the drug benefit terms, conditions, pricing dl1olXM.lllt' and reb<itel and compare to 
IndUStry practICe fO( a smijar entJty 
Identify and HtUTlale the cost-impad, saVlngl oppMunitMtl lind reeommancl Improvements to 
the tllflTll and cond!llons thai raIIaa a highly competitive program rather than the onglnal 
CIGNA bundled (aU one vendor) program 

NOTE: Thll was not an aud~ of comphance WIIh contract terms, but where any observationl relavant 
to them came to auf attenlicm, we noted them in the report 

As a result of our analysis and assessment, we conctuded the follOWIng 

• 	 Tennl and conditions lor drug costs were nol compatrtlVtl in drug Ingredient cost. anel rebates, 
whICh resulted in the City and plan participants paying higher cost. by not optimwng the City', 
buYing PQW8r 

• 	 Term. anel condition. fO( generic medications in the CIGNA contract al~ Ipread pnCIf'lg 
(CIGNA charging the City one price for a medication. ram~ng les. 10 the pharmacy 10( the 
same medication and capturing Iretainlng the -.pread oJ Billed on the informatIOn re'liewe(( 
we estimate that the City of Houston and plan pal'llClpanll could have obIalnad laVingS of 
approlUfTlately $3,711,018 ($1,535, 197 from Reba/es and $1,947,421 from IrIf1tlIdI6n1 Costs 
(less DlspenS6 Fees) and S2J4,393 from difrarerrce ~ aSSOCIated 8dmimstrtJlJOn cost&'fees) by 
U$ing one of 5eWIfai other compatJ\lYe Pharmacy Benefit Management (PBM) vendoR Ie g 
Catamaran. Prime TherapeutlC$, Kroger Pharmaoeu\lcal Technologie. Inc Of Ma~care) 

We appreciillie the lima and efforts extended to the Audit Orvi5lOn during the COUI'M of the prlJ18CI 
and !he eKPedll!llt turnaround In revteWInII the information and otfeI ill(I fHI)OI'IM' to thll rapon by 
the HR DIrector managamenl and staff 

".};ite.... 
Ronald C Green 

CI\y Controllef 


IX: 	 OmIt R.." o..cto< I-bMn ~~ 

Coty CounCIl ....,'*_ 

C_ a..-.,0.4 ~ Coty Col...... 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Office of the City Controller’s Audit Division (AD) has completed an analysis of the drug benefit 
program as administered by CIGNA per the terms of the original agreement (City of Houston 
Contract #4600010853). The purpose of this audit is to review and assess the reasonableness of the 
pricing and terms of the drug benefit component of the CIGNA administrative agreement.  This 
project was a result of a review of primary risk factors as stated in the original contract and was 
performed as a comparison following performance auditing standards.  The underlying risk 
assessment for this scope of work was performed as a part of performance audit of the CIGNA 
Benefits and Claims audit (see Report 2014-02)  

NOTE: This was not an audit of compliance with contract terms, however where any observations 
relevant to them came to our attention, we noted them in the report.   

AUDIT 
METHODOLOGY 

The audit was performed in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards 
as promulgated by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the engagement was 
conducted in conformance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 
Auditing as issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA).  Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain sufficient and appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis 
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  We believe that the evidence 
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives. 

AUDIT SCOPE  
AND OBJECTIVES 

The engagement scope was from the period of May 1, 2011 through April 30, 2012.  Our original 
objective was broadly defined to:  

1. Evaluate the drug benefit terms, conditions, pricing, discounts and rebates and 
compare to industry practice for a similar entity.  

2. Identify and estimate the cost-impact, savings opportunities and recommend 
improvements to the terms and conditions that reflect a highly competitive program 
rather than the original CIGNA bundled (all one vendor) program. 

The scope of our work did not constitute an evaluation of the overall internal control structure of 
the HR contract negotiating processes, nor that of the drug claims process of CIGNA.  Management 
is responsible for establishing and maintaining a system of internal controls to ensure that financial 
activity is accurately reported and reliable.  The objective is to provide management with 
reasonable, but not absolute assurance that the controls are in place and effective.1 

PROCEDURES  
PERFORMED 

In order to obtain sufficient evidence to achieve engagement objectives and support our 
conclusions, we performed the following: 

 Performed detailed analysis of the following: 
- Detail Prescription Drug claim file for May 1, 2011 to April 30, 2012 
- Average Wholesale Pricing (AWP) information as defined by Medi-Span 
- Drug classifications and branding decisions (Preferred vs. Generic, etc.) 

                                                 
1
 This audit was not a financial audit; a financial audit provides reasonable assurance through an opinion (or disclaim an opinion) about 

whether an entity’s financial statements are presented fairly in all material respects in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP), or with a comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP. 
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BACKGROUND AND  
HIGHLIGHTS 

On May 1, 2011, the City of Houston (City) changed its healthcare format from fully insured to 
self-funded.  Connecticut General Life Insurance Company (CIGNA) was selected as the Third 
Party Administrator (TPA).  On April 5, 2011, the City and CIGNA entered into an $84 million 3-
year Administrative Services Agreement (ASA) (Contract #4600010853) that processes 
information and adjudicates health benefit and drug claims that estimated to total 
approximated $750 million to $1 Billion.  The ASA’s effective dates are May 1, 2011 through 
April 30, 2014, with two 1-year renewals.   
The City effectively became its own insurance company when it chose to become self-funded.  
This requires the City to be fully responsible for ensuring that only eligible employees, their 
spouses and dependents are covered under the City’s health insurance.  The contract 
packaged all services to be administered by CIGNA, including drug benefits.   
Since the time we considered this Rx review project, the city’s current vendor (CIGNA) 
announced that they were moving all their Rx pharmacy benefits management (PBM) business 
from their own PBM to an independent PBM named Catamaran.   
See the following:  

Bloomberg 6-10-2013 

This would suggest that CIGNA’s recent decision to discontinue their own PBM program in 
favor of an outsourced vendor is evidence that CIGNA’s PBM program is not competitive. 

ANALYSIS AND  
ASSUMPTIONS 

The file reviewed contained approximately 517,497 claims ranging in dates of service from 
approximately May 2011 through April 2012.  The generic dispensing rate was approximately 
78%.  NOTE: 280 claims for compounds, 1 claim for an obsolete product and  3,100 specialty 
pharmacy claims were not considered for this review. 
The file appeared to have claims that bridged a change in pricing methodology from the 
incumbent PBM.  Most notably, it appeared that during the time-period of review, the PBM 
moved from pre-AWP settlement discounts to post AWP settlement discounts.  This change 
presented some challenges for evaluation so steps were taken to accommodate a comparison 
to pre settlement pricing in order to make the comparison as accurate as possible with the 
scope of this project. 
 
Because we did not have the complete membership history data  (not completely necessary 
for our purposes),  the following assumptions were made on the initial counts: 

Limited network plan:     11,565 
Retirees:               382 
Open Access:    11,183  
Consumer Driven Health Plan (CDHP):   2,571 

Claims are not reduced for copays or deductibles so what is being evaluated is the “allowed” 
cost of the medications which reflects the current vendor’s negotiated pricing.  The copays 
and deductibles should be the same for both the incumbent and the market pricing model, 
consequently the savings should be accurately portrayed.  The city would reap the majority of 
the savings benefit.  On the smaller population where there are copays and deductibles 
(CDHP), employee would reap the majority of the savings benefit. 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-06-10/catamaran-gains-cigna-s-prescription-drug-business.html
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Ingredient  
Cost 

BRAND DRUGS 
In evaluating drug pricing, there are many potential variables which need to be understood in 
order to provide accurate results and thus make sound decisions.  When reviewing the city’s 
data it appeared that the incumbent changed pricing methodology for Ave. Wholesale Pricing 
during the period of the claim’s data in order to comply with pricing requirements as 
stipulated in a legal decision having taken place in 2011. To accurately reflect current prices 
we adjusted the market discount rates to allow a consistent data set for comparison.   
Current Plan  $20,748,168 
Market Comparison $20,587,203 
Difference  $     160,965 
The difference in ingredient costs for brand claims were fairly competitive (approximately 
$160,965, with a net cost savings potential of $116,069 when considering the affect of 
dispensing fees). however, the fact that the city is not receiving market rebates puts the 
current model at a significant disadvantage when comparing the net cost of other comparable 

groups (See REBATES section) 

 
GENERIC DRUGS 
Generic effective discount percentage comparison: 
Plan     Market 

Ave. Wholesale Price – 70.4%   Ave. Wholesale Price – (from 75% - 82%) 
For this comparison, we assumed the market was: Average Wholesale Price – 76.1%.   
 
Current Plan  $10,411,412 
Market Comparison $  8,441,162 
Difference  $  1,970,250 
NOTE: 77.9% of total claims were generic claims. 

The incumbent’s ingredient cost was $1,970,250 higher than the market rate ingredient cost.  
The repricing analysis indicates an overall net savings of over $1,831,359 (when considering 
the affect of dispensing fees on this component).  This savings figure assumes that a higher 
dispensing fee would be paid to participating pharmacies, lowering the net savings slightly. 

With the Generic review there were several items of note: 
1. In the CIGNA ASO agreement, guaranteed an Average Wholesale Price (AWP-74%) that 

appears to better than the price  actually delivered (AWP-70.4%)  If this proves to be a valid 
number it may result in a refund to the City of over $1,081,992. 

2. The difference in price we identified may be allowable under the contract. (CIGNA contract 
Exhibit S  item 2.3).  The industry refers to this as “spread,” CIGNA refers to it as “positive 
margin.”  It is not customary for a PBM to capture this additional income on a group the size 
of the City of Houston. 

3. The PBM is using its own internal rules to determine which drugs qualify as generics and which 
qualify as a brand. This is not a standard practice. This practice could allow for price 
manipulation and additional “spread” capture that would be difficult to track. 
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Dispensing  
Fee 

Brand Drugs 
The data indicates that the dispensing fee for retail 30 claims is $0.90 per claim, which is 
somewhat low and not supported by market conditions.  Average retail 30 dispensing fees 
range between $1.25 and $2.00.  For purposes of this study a retail dispensing fee of $1.34 
was assumed.   
 
Generic Drugs 
The data indicates that the incumbent’s dispensing fee for retail 30 claims was $0.84 per 
claim.  This is also suspect, as market conditions support generic dispensing fees of $1.00 to 
$3.00 per claim. For this evaluation we assumed a retail 30 generic dispensing fee of $1.34. 
 
NOTE: A higher dispensing fee is an incentive for participating pharmacists to acquire and 
dispense drugs at competitive rates, particularly when there may be a cost differential 
between available covered and preferred medications.  Due to data and scope limitations, we 
did not calculate an estimated impact of the differing Dispensing Fees. 

Rebates 
Rebates are almost always paid to larger clients by Pharmacy Benefit Management (PBM) 
firms. Rebates are a significant part of the  business and have become a fact of life for plan 
sponsors.  Rebates are paid mostly on preferred multi-source brand name drugs. The selected 
preferred drug is placed in the “Tier 2” category which are on the plan’s “formulary” or 
preferred list.   Tier 2 status means more utilization of the tier 2 medication because 
employees are given a financial incentive to use the preferred drug (see below).  There is 
strong competition for which drug becomes the “preferred drug.”  Certain plan designs 
optimize the availability of manufacturer drug rebates.  By definition, “Qualifying rebates” 
means the Rx plan has a benefit design that optimizes the rebating amounts from the 
manufacturers, such as; “plans will have at least a $15 dollar copay differential between tiers 
1, 2 and 3.”  The City of Houston’s pharmacy component has a benefit design that fits the 
qualifying criteria, yet the City is not receiving market or expected rebates.  There is a unique 
contract provision, not common to a TPA agreement of this type, that uses the term 
“consideration sharing”, which has the effect of a rebate by returning some 
money/consideration to the City based on volume.  However, this does not provide a benefit 
at the level or significance that is proportional to the purchasing activity/volume of the City. 

 
    Houston’s copays by Tier - Limited Network Plan 

Tier 1 = Generic     100% after $10 copay 
Tier 2 = Preferred Brand 100% after $45 copay 
Tier 3= Single Source / Non Preferred Drug  100% after $60 copay 

 
    Houston’s copays by Tier – Open Access Plan  

Tier 1 = Generic    100% after $10 copay 
Tier 2 = Preferred Brand 20%  $45 min $100 max then 100%  
Tier 3= Single Source / Non Pref Drug  40%  $55 min $150 max 

 
As drug manufacturers become more competitive with one another, there is a focus of 
resources on whose drugs get on the tier 2 preferred list. For purposed of this study, we 
assumed the rebates below (taken from similarly situated groups):  
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Per brand script 2013  Qualifying plan    

Mail  $  88.38  

Retail 30  $  29.46  

Retail 90  $  73.65  

 
Per brand script 2013  Qualifying plan CDHP 

 
 
 
 

Based on the brand Rx usage, we estimate that rebates of approximately $3,767,717 vs. the 
guarenteed amount of $2,232,520 could have been obtained based on the city’s utilization for 
the period reviewed, which results in a potential loss of rebate opportunity of: $1,535,197. 
The guarenteed rebate or “consideration sharing” as it is referred to in the CIGNA contract is 
set a $16.50 per retail brand script, $50 per brand mail script. 
 
NOTE:  We did not attempt to evaluate the formulary used in selecting the tier two category.  
While this is important, it fell outside the scope of this review.  There are several methods 
PBMs determine which medications are placed on Tier 2 and receive the coveted “preferred 
status” where members receive a better benefit to use the preferred medication.   There may 
be 2 to 10 or more different manufacturers competing for the preferred status slot.  Plan 
sponsors ( CIGNA in the case of the City) use several methods to determine which medications 
are given preferred status: 

 1. Efficacy or effectiveness of the medication 
 2. Cost / benefit ratio of the medication 

3. The amount of rebate paid to the PBM or sponsoring entity, without regard to 
the efficacy or cost of the drug.   

It is therefore possible that the selection of a preferred drug is made on the basis of the 
rebate paid to PBM and not  the efficacy of the medication.  It is important to note that CIGNA 
makes the sole determination of the formulary for the City of Houston. On groups of similar 
size, it is not uncommon for the group (the City) to have significant input on which drugs are 
given preferred status.    

 
  

Mail  $  39.29  

Retail 30  $  15.71  

Retail 90  $  41.30  
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SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS: 
The following are areas that represent unmitigated risk and have an economic impact, which 
provide the opportunity for the City to improve in it’s endeavor to change the business model 
for health benefits program design, implementation, and management of health benefits 

 Terms and conditions for drug costs were not competitive in drug ingredient costs 
and rebates, which resulted in paying higher costs and failing to optimize the City’s 
buying power. (Audit Objective 1) 

 Terms and conditions for generic medications in the CIGNA contract allow spread 
pricing (charging the City one price for a medication, remitting less to the pharmacy 
for the same medication and cpapturing the “spread.”   (Audit Objective 1)Based on 
the information reviewed, we estimate that the City of Houston and plan participants 
could have obtained savings of approximately $3,717,018  ($1,535,197, from Rebates 
and $1,947,428 from Ingredient Costs (less Dispense Fees) and $234,393 from 
difference in associated administration costs/fees) by using one of several other 
competitive PBM vendors (e.g.: Catamaran, Prime Therapeutics, Kroger, 
Pharmaceutical Technologies, Inc. or Maxcare).  (Audit Objective 2 See Table 1) 

Based on the structure of the agreement, rather than focus on individual component costs 
being evaluated and scrutinized for the City’s highly complicated benefit program, this and 
other key components were included in an overall “package price”  which is not common for 
groups the size of the City of Houston. 
 

 
SUMMARY  
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The City should negotiate drug benefit pricing  in the same manner as other organizations of 
similar size and attributes.  The City should prepare an RFP using actual data and ask potential 
PBM vendors to respond in a very specific format so all the important variables can be 
properly evaluated and compared.   The savings generated from this process  should yield 
most of the benefit back to the City and plan participants.    

The goal of self-insurance is to incur the risk and reap the rewards of decision-making 
associated with mitigation and strategic changes in structure.  Because the City is ultimately 
assuming the risk, it should have professionals on staff that are intimately familiar with drug 
compounds, branding, tier decisions, pricing, economic influences, industry standards, 
regulatory changes and impacts.  Having professionals on staff internally would provide the 
needed expertise to properly manage the risk the City accepted by being self-insured and 
would help ensure the best possibility of financial success, while providing for  a high quality, 
stable health benefits package for employees. 

Table 1 
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E134226
Text Box
Audit Division Assessment of Management Responses:The Audit Division recognizes receipt of the management responses contained within this exhibit and will follow-up on the action items as noted per professional standards.  We further acknowledge HR's commitment to utilize information contained within this report as a basis for future Requests for Proposals and executed agreements related to Health and Drug Benefit programs.
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